
TESTING SOCIAL
VALUE OUTCOMES  
IN CONSTRUCTION

LOCATION:
Denman Island

COMOX VALLEY
REGIONAL DISTRICT

POPULATION:
1 ,165

PROJECT:
Denman Cross-

Island Trail

VALUE:
$113 ,000

“When we post a procurement opportunity, we are looking for

respondents to tell us how they will impact the communities we serve

in a positive way. By doing this, the money government is spending

gets reinvested back into local economies, people, and services.”

Contributor:
Karen Garrett

PSPP (she/her), Manager of

Procurement , Comox Valley

Regional District

Local Stories: Procurement for Community Well Being
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DENMAN
CROSS-ISLAND TRAIL
The Comox Valley Regional District is a

federation of three electoral areas and three

municipalities , including Denman Island , a

small community populated year-round by

residents and a popular tourism destination .

In June 2020 , the Regional District invited

quotations from respondents for the

construction of an aluminum and cedar

staircase as part of Denman Island ’s cross-

island trail . The scope of work included

construction of the staircase and a gravel

trail to access the top and bottom of the

stairs , culvert installation , trail grubbing and

brush and tree removal .

The Regional District had already piloted

social procurement successfully in several

goods and services procurements . This

represented an excellent opportunity to

pilot the inclusion of social value criteria in

one of the Regional District ’s smaller

construction projects .

Social Procurement in Policy

Maximize employment , training and apprenticeship opportunities among local ,

disadvantaged , equity-seeking or marginalized individuals and populations .

Maximize the diversification of the supply chain by including non-profit organizations ,

social enterprises and small-medium enterprises .

Contribute to the strengthening of the community by supporting the social goals and

Include any corporate social responsibility initiatives undertaken by the organization

that contribute to social wellbeing .

The Regional District updated its purchasing policy in 2018 to incorporate social

procurement , including environmental responsibility , ethical responsibility and social

value . Identified social value outcomes for the Regional District include :

     objectives of the Comox Valley Regional District .
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Reputation & experience

Ability to meet time requirements

Statement of social value

Price

The Regional District issued a Request for Quotation (RFQ) by direct invite to four

contractors . Although the RFQ process is generally awarded based on the lowest

price , submissions for this project were evaluated against four main criteria .*

Respondents were invited to identify how they would contribute to the Regional

District ’s social , employment and economic priorities by submitting a statement

of social value using a fillable questionnaire containing five questions . Using a

questionnaire-based approach like this not only makes it easier for respondents to

demonstrate how they meet the social value criteria , but also for staff to evaluate

and measure social value outcomes .

PROCUREMENT
PROCESS (RFQ)

Out of four contractors who were invited to respond , two submitted bids .

The evaluation committee was impressed that both bids contained detailed

responses regarding meeting the social value criteria .

*When the Regional District ’s procurement tenders include weighted criteria , generally a minimum of 10% is awarded

for social value .

Statement of social value

“The bidders went above and beyond in completing
the statement of social value and provided detailed
answers. We were very pleased to see this as it was

the first time we had used this template approach
and ended up being happy with the responses.”
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The contract provided employment for local Denman Island residents .

For a small community , this provided valuable job opportunities that

may not otherwise have been available .

The project realized cost savings because the contractor used local

labour and did not have to transport workers to the Island .

Local contractors are able to understand the social values the Regional

District is looking to achieve through sustainable and social procurement

and the community benefits this new approach is helping to create .

The project demonstrated how social procurement practices represent a

tangible solution for helping small , rural communities grow by providing

meaningful social and economic opportunities for local people .

By including social value In the procurement process “best value” was

considered as opposed to just best price and quality . This “Best value”

approach helped demonstrate how social procurement can contribute to

community and economic resiliency , especially during the COVID-19

pandemic and other social , economic and environmental challenges .

The project is now completed , and key outcomes included : 

.

OUTCOMES

We saw increased confidence from local
contractors and residents, knowing that the

Regional District is wanting to work with them
to bring jobs and other benefits into their

communities, our reputation as a purchaser
was bolstered by this approach.”
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The Regional District felt there was

a small risk of not receiving bids for

the project because it was the first

time piloting social value criteria in

an RFQ process for a construction

project . However , using a fillable

questionnaire approach helped

mitigate this risk by making it easier

for respondents to demonstrate how

they met the social value criteria . It

also helped focus on the social

value outcomes the district had

identified as a priority .

This project clearly showed that

including social value criteria in

construction projects of this size is

possible and can deliver good

results . The vendor community is

adapting well and is getting better

at understanding and responding to

social procurement requirements in

Government purchasing and

understanding the community

benefits that can be achieved .

LESSONS LEARNED

“The vendor
community was
quite open to it.

Smaller contractors
didn’t seem to have
any concerns with
us asking for the
additional social
value statement.

It was really great
to see that our

approach wasn’t
way out of the left

field.”
 
 
 



ADVICE TO OTHERS
Social procurement is possible and leads to tangible results . If you want

to start implementing social procurement , get as much training and

support as you can from existing resources like The British Columbia

Social Procurement Initiative (BCSPI). BCSPI has done a great job of

providing training , coaching and other resources to support our staff .

Governments '  engineering and parks departments can provide many

projects with good social value opportunities , so it 's important to ensure

they are included . Sharing knowledge in this way helps open up people 's

minds to consider how social procurement can work across the whole

organization .

The Vancouver Island Construction Association (VICA) is a BCSPI delivery

partner and is helping both BCSPI member governments and the

construction industry become familiar with social procurement

practices and associated requirements . Being able to work with them to

support our processes and getting input from the construction sector is

a valuable resource . 

With the Federal Government 's new Community Employment Benefits

Initiative in place , projects that receive Federal funding may now be

required to include social procurement practices . Piloting these new

practices in smaller construction projects will help governments get

more comfortable with including , evaluating and reporting on social

value criteria and can assist them in understanding these requirements

in Federal and other funding applications . 

Services delivered in partnership by:Supported by:

“Social procurement is an ongoing priority for the Comox
Valley Regional District and we include social value in
most of our opportunities now. The next big step is to

start including these values in some of our larger
construction projects, working with BCSPI and the

Vancouver Island Construction Association (VICA).”
 
 

BCSPI wishes to thank Bie Jaja , a participant in Venture for Canada 's Intrapreneurship Program for contributions to this case study .


